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I. EVOLUTION OP STHUCTUBES IN THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 

In France at the end of the nineteenth century, there were not the movements towards 

concentration that took place in the united States cd various European countries such 

as Great Britain and Germany.    The first significant wave of concentration took place as 

part of the reconstruction of the French economy after the First World War, then by way 

:of reorganization of the sectors which were declining after the 1530 depression.    There 

¡were no significant movements during the period immediately following the Second World 

War;    the psychological explanation of this lies in the threats of nationalization, to 

jthe extent that sectoral monopolies or oligopolies might have facilitated this. 

j The second great wave began in 1950,  and has been accelerated by the Government's 

decxsion to open up the frontiers in the framework of the Europe Coanon Market. 

*•      Present structure of industry 

Tables 1 to 5, annexed,  indicate the following! 

1,U The technical con central on y measured by the size of establishment a, is on the 

.hole not aa great in France a* in the principal industrial countries (with the exception 

»f Italy and Japan).    In I962,  establishments with more than 5OO employee- accounted for 

>nly about 27 per cent of employment in France, while the correspondis rate for Germany 

*as 39 per cent,  and that for the United States 43 per cent. 

Table 2 shows the concentration of establishments by sector.    The sectors in which 

he concentration of establishments i8 highest are shipbuilding, basic metallurgy, 

automobile manufacturing, electrical engineering and the manufacture *f „on-elec*ric 

fcachinery.    This pattern of concentration has changed little since 1962. 

1.2. The concentration of enterprises can be measured by the distribution of 
mployment  (table 3) and market structure (table 4). 

In 1966, there were 6l9,000 enterprises in French industry.    Of this total. 

75,000 belonged to the building and public wor*s «ector, and 250,000 of th.«. htd 

ewer than ten «nployees.   The 344,000 enterpri.ee in the other indu.tri.1 «.otow war. 
tstributed as fellows1 

Fewer than 10 employees 296 179 
10 - 50 «Ploy.« ^'iS 
50 - 500 employees 12 1QO 
500 - 1,000 employees '¿2» 
1,000-5,000 employees ly. 
More than 5,000 employees 7{ 
Undeclared çig 



The number of enterprises with fewer then ten employee« \u:  then,  nul^tr.ntial. 

Enterprise" v;ith more than 100 emnloy^f occupy a prominent  place  (recounting, for more 

than half of all   employment)  in the pitrolevm industry,   iron e^e mining and iron and 

rteel  making,   extraction and metallurgy  r-   non-ierrou.s motels,   t]ectrical engineering, 

automobile manufacturing,   nhi) end aircraft  "building ;nd gl:.-xz  -ectorr.    The  smallest 

enterpriser.; have- - particularly important  place in the agricultural and food  industries 

(where /0 per cent  of employee", work for enterpri ;•>? with fet/er than :j0 craployeon), 

mechanical engineering  {'¿'¿ per cent),   clothing  (¿1  per ccr.t),   Krther  {¿<   per cent), 

wood   (55 per cent),  the graphic industries   (^C per cert),  miccellar.oou,.; industries 

(36 per cent),  building materiel-   (Y* per cunt)  and "building  (4V per cunt). 

Table jja BIIOWB the distribution oí  concentrrtion ratios ior Ie-[> branches of French 

industry in termi: of employment  and value oí output.    This table showb,  on the one hand, 

that French industry is oligopcliutic in structure  and,   rt the name time, thr.t the  largo 

producer:' are of little importance. 

In thiti connexion,  only ten branches have a concentration ratio of 75 Per o«nt or 

more for the four largest  establishments,  ac measured by the number of peraonr employed. 

There are  2*5 branches with ?  concentration ratio of ','0 per cunt  or more for the first 

four enterpriser:,   3.« measured by the number of pere one employed,  and 1hore are 35 with 

thiu rrtic  for the first   four enterprises,   a:   measured in terms of the value of output. 

However,   if the  shares  accounted for by the  first  twenty enterprises _ or the  first 

twenty establishments - am compared,   it  its  seen that nearly half of all branches,  or 

C'3 out of lor3,  have r  concentrrtion ratio of more then ']0 per >-ent in terms of the value 

of output. 'Hence,   it  appears thet the acconu-ranking enterpriser ir. an industry are not 

far behind the leaning enterprises*    the very large enterpriser  are not far ahead of the 

field of their immediate competitors.    These factr- ere important for properly interpreting 

the objectives of the fifth and sixth economic development plans, which will be referred 

to later on in this report. 

'-•      Branches of induotry moat affortod by structural changes in the last ten yearn 

Tt  is impossible to give exhaustive rtntU'ticr which can be compared for two difieren 

recent datea. 

Table ;   3howc tht evolution of concentration operations carried out by lifted 

companies between 1°50 and. 1°67.    It  t:howu that,  during thin period,  three sectorfl, 

including two industrial  O;V>P, namely mechanical  and  electrical  engineering and the 

chemic.il   industry,  the third being the having and insurance sectors,  accounted for fore 

than 30 per cent  of the concentration movements noted,     oince 1^60, the movofflent ha? 

tsp^eded up in two now sectors, namely the food industry and transports. 



I Tabic  7 describes the  concentration operations carried  out by the 5OO largest French 

¡enterprises during the same period  (I050-IQ69).    it  shows that while at the beginning 

of the period  (1950-195*),  the  concentrations primarily effected the metallurgical and 

electrica  engineering industries, the movement  ^rcad to take in all large enterprises 

beginning in 1955-    From 1V5& to i;62, the movement was particularly rapid in the chemical 

industries.     Since 1962,   it  is  in the  food industries that the acceleration has been 

found.    After these last two sectors,   for which 236 and 212 operations,  respectively, were 

¡registered between i960 anc*. ioCcf  comef  to decreasing order,  the mechanical engineering 

¡industry (122 operations),  electrical engineering (110 operations) and the metallurgical 

{and iron and at eel makir.g inductries (10? operations). 

^'     Trend towards the reorganization of industrial structures 

j (&)   The general reorganisation movement 

In general, there is a-considerable acceleration in the reorganization movement, 

u measured by the number of operations.    Prom an average of 65I for every year from 

Ï.956 to  1958, the number of operations increased to 1,020 in I96I and 1,410 in I966. 

Two periods of acceleration can be distinguished.    The first,  in 1959-1963, 

porrcsponded to the signature of the Treaty of Rome and was a period of preparation for 

fche heightened competition in the Common Market.    The second,  in I965, reflected the 

jnplementation by the public authorities of an active policy of support of concentration. 

However,  at the same time, the significance of operation?, as measured by the assetc 

nvolved, having increased until around I962,  has been declining since that time  (cf. 
able C). 

03)   .Nature of operations 

The following tabic distinguishes takeovers, takeovers of subsidiaries, mergors 

id partial transfer of assets affecting limited companies.    It shows that the number 

mergors as such has been relatively small,  although there is a trend towards an 

îcroase in the latest period.    The phenomenon of takeovers of subsidiarios also became 

,rt »re vido-apread betwoon i960 and 1967 and is particularly important in the chemical 

>d iron and et eel making industries. 



Takeovorc Talc covers of Ilerçcrs Partici transfers 
nub s idi ari e s and partial 

No. 

splits 

lío. Ho. e! 
P lío. t ,1 

19^0-60 

1561 

r, ' •> 'h% 31.4 

IS-? 

{- - - 

65 r ' 29 24 3 2.5 23 

1952 34 27 34 27 12 9 47 37 

i<;53 56 37 33 22 22 15 39 26 

1964 124 47 \C 6 2.) 9 101 3£ 

1963 72 44 21 13 19 11 52 32 

196C 100 40 43 17 22 9 C4 34 

1967 4? 30 43 31 20 14 36 2" 

It thun appears that the numl^r of concentration operations is greater than the 

number of real operations. This movomen+ is oonfirnieà by analysis of the operations 

talcing place among large enterpriser. It can therefore he considered that this to a 

large extent reflecto a financial .ooacuntr-.ticn. 

(c)    The ontcrpri3cE concerned 

Au regards the enterprises concerned, there is a trend towards an increase in the 

size of the enterprises tcking over othero and being talten over and towards a correlation 

"betweun the number oi or.erctions realized and the size *>f the enterprises.    Among the 

5OO largest French cnterpricec,  36I  (52 p<_r cent) had not carried out any concentration 

operation in 1963;    this proportion had fallen to 3C per cent in I966. 

Table 9 indicates f.hat, the larger the enterprises,  the larger the average nuober 

of operations, 

II.    EUUSTRIAL RBOffiAinZATION POLICIES 

In the case of Prance, Government policy has passed through two stages 1 

~ In the first period, which coincided with the Fourth and,  above all, the Fifth 

Dovclopmunt Plans (1965-I970),  the Government endeavoured systematically to 

promote the effort to achieve larger size from the technical,  commercial and 

financial points of view, directed in particular towards the establishment in 

each industrial branch of one or two dominant groups of international size; 
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- In the second period, which is that of the Sixth PIFJI, now being implemented, 

the Government  is placing greater emphasis on ctructural flexibility,  as 

reflected in diversified objectives aimed "both rt   encouragement of continuation 

of the movement toward the establishment of a small number of large ^rnups of 

international  size,  and also at the effort to achieve better specialisation of 

medium-sized enterprises, promotion of sub-contracting and the establishment of 

neu enterprises. 

The means provided for to back those policies will be described in pai*t III. 

'heir selection has depended on the analysis of the main obstacles to the objectives 

:nvisaged carried out  in the framework of the preparation of (ach of the three dcvelop- 

icnt plans mentioned above.    The idea of obstacles or incentives obviously varies 

ependin?- on whether outright mergers,  in other words increases in the- siz-j of enterprises 

rith a view to increasing their financial means and giving them greater marketing or 

innovative capacity,  or structural reorganization which in some cases may not involve 

in increase in size, but be aimed at increasing the flexibility of firms'  strategics 

tnd thereby improving their ability to adapt to the market aro envisaged.    In addition, 

is the policies embodied in the Plan began to be implemented, the obstacles shifted, 

hose favourable and unfavourable factors will therefore be classified according to the 

ypos of restructuring which they prevent. 

A.      Motivations 

The desire of heads of enterprise to change existing structures is obviously at 

he bottom of any reorganization in a capitalist economy.    Apart from all  ¿he technical 

cane, three factors appear to be important. 

The development of the economic environment and competition 

From this point of view, the acceleration of the concentration movement in Prance, 

articularly among large firms, has taken place largely in response to the intensification 

f competition arising out of the decision to establish a European Common Market and 

ic actual establishment of the Common Market by progressive stages from I960 to I96C, 

nd also to the acceleration of the lowering of trade barriers with outside countries 

ising out of the Kennedy Round agreements, agreements between the European community 

id various outsider countries or groups of countries ard the policy of an opening up 

trade with tho eastern European countries. 



2.      Development of the psychological cliaato 

This i:; r< -Ir-ted to the  economic environment.    It   -ppears thrt  the opening up of 

frontier-   he,.- strengthened th>   f< clin^ that private initiatives to increase the size  - 

-rid hence tlv   strength - cf French enterprises would be understood by J v v.- public. 

Conversely, th<-   clixae.te immédiat" l.y follovrinf the   war,   after the big nationalization 

movement  in l'AC, w;.r not very favourable it all.    The  feeling of heads of enterprises 

in certain "branches auch aa the pharmaceutical  induRtry of beinç more closely vmtcíieü 

hy publi'.- opinion than íB the case in ether branches may constitute a restraint.     In 

fact,  in these sectors, reorganizations often take place through sale to foreign enter- 

prises, the nationality of which appears to afford protection from nationalization. 

"$•      The- attitude of the State 
 » «in» » -•    i i     »—».»i » — • 

In the Prench tradition,  the State  plays an essential promotion role, not only 

through the measures which it takes,  but  siso "by announcing the policy which it wishes 

to sec followed.    At prc3ont,  the Government * s policy in 'publicized"  in a plen whoso 

recommendations e>re very e:rtensively discussed with heads of enterprises and trade 

unione.    The credibility of the State'.- attitude is strengthened by the ¿"act that the 

Plan not only ind^cr.tes the Ststc's objectives, "but, al^o lists in some detail the new 

measures which it intends to implement during each plan. 

B«      The .legal and accounting aspects ofjcnt^rjsriijc mobility 

The recent history of industrial restructuring operations shows that this type of 

obstacle can be very important. Each of th. lafst throe plans occasioned considération 

of these obstacles and recommendations for removing the obstacles spotted. 

For example, for the Fifth Plarr^, the studies analysed the following factors« 

- Uncertainties in the legislation on French and European agreements  (which 

prescribed,  in article C",  and folloviinç, of the Treaty of Romo,  and 

regulation No.  17 of the Council of Ministers,  previous declaration of all 

agreements, thereby automatically making them suspect). 

- Absence of flexible legal formulas permitting the partial re-grouping of 

enterprises,  in particular medium-sized and small ones. 

1/    Cf.    Rapport de la Commission de l'Economie ^onerale et du Financement 
du V   Plan (Report of the Commission on the Gene "al Economy and Financing of the 
Fifth Plan), Volume II, Annex 2/.    Report by Mr. Michel Vassur on the legal problems 
posed by the reorganization of industrial structures in the French contert and in the 
nontext of the EEC.    Edited by Documentation française,  1905. 
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- Failure of the French law (in contradistinction to the Dutch, German end 

Italian laws) to recognise the validity of limited companico made u\ of a 

single person.    Thir hfUüpcrod the establishment of subsidiaries starting from 

a single parent company with a view to specialization end individualization of 

the activities of a departmentt 

- Absence of legal status -for groups of compenioo. 

- Inflexibility of legislation regarding the number ef directors and general 

directors.    More flexibility aakes it possible to scttlr matters relating to the 

careers of managers, which are o'Hen a basic obstacle to mergers.    Similarly, 

the security of the directors of the companies taken over can be increased 

through the signature of technical management job contracts bet wo en the new 

company and a director« 

- The development of guarantees of the rigfcta of third partios, e.g.  orediters, 

lessors of buildings,  shareholderJ\    probleae of solidarity between th« company 

taking over and the company taken overt    advertisement of th* aerger contract. 

The idea which should be upheld is that the company which is the transfer 

beneficiary is continuing tho original company. 

- The  status of trade representativos and coaaeroial travellere in Franco. 

- Regulations concerning the right to vote, which, by restricting or prohibiting 

the issuing of shtjoe to which plural voting rights are attached, now hampers 

mergers and take-overs in which th« majority share-holder has only a email 

majority md where the new ooapany must turn to an outside financial organizer, 

selling him equity.    In these oases, the majority share-holders may fear losing 

control of their bus ir. ass. 

- The absence of provision for status as a European company and of provisions 

favourable to mergers of oompanies of different national Lies. 

A number of legislative measures were takan regarding these matterà during the 

Fifth Plan.    They werf  again considered even more thoroughly by a specialised body 

during the preparation of th« Sixth Plan.-»    Taking into aooount French legislation 

in 1971, this group specially stressed th« following probi «eje, in connexion with 

structural mobility. 

2/   Report!    "Droit et Financement d«s mt reprises" (mhterpriJe taw and Financing), 
drafted by the Group for Applied Legal Futurology fer the Sixth Plan, DoouMntation 
française, collection of roports by th« committees for the Sixth Flan, 1972. 
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1. The inferences drawn from the idea of capital beinff fixed lead to a restraint of 

the financial dynamism of enterprises:    this involves the preferential right of share- 

holders to subscribe to increases  in capital maintained by the i formed law on companies 

of ? Ju3y 1966;    limitation of the possibility for a company to buy in ite own shares; 

fixed face value of shares, preventing companies whose shares are quoted from increasing 

their capital in every circumstance, when this possibility is now withheld where their 

shares are quoted below face value. 

2. The abnence of c legal framework adapted to the existence of new economic entities, 

ESSmS of enterprises or companies.    Two factors now appear to be able to facilitate 

their establishment njid operation: 

- The protection of minority share-holders at the time of estafel{shment of groups 

and during their lifetime; 

- The removal of obstacles to the organization of greupst   French legislation does 

not recogniie the function of director or president;    it makes no provision for 

joint management of assets which companies do not wish to regroup in a subsidiary 

which is a legal entity. 
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C.      The fiscal aspects of restructuring 

These have been studied regularly and in depth,   especially within the framework of 

the various Development Plans,^    On the one hand,  the Government has endeavoured to 

remove fiscal obstacles to restructuring and, on the other hand,  has sometimes tried to 

go beyond fiscal neutrality and provide   incentives. 

In a general way,  the introduction of the value added tax in 1954 enabled various 

ideas for the division of labour without  tax penalization to be put into practice at 

the level of taxes on industrial activity. 

When the Fourth Plan (1962-1965) was being prepared, preliminary research put the 

main accent on the need to reform the fiscal system governing parent and subsidiary firms 

in order to ensure that the yield from shares of a subsidiary company - which may be 

transferred through the capital of •sverai distinct corporations before reaching the 

shareholders - is not taxed several timos. 

During a second stage - when the Fifth Plan (1965-1970) was being prepared - the 

stress was placed on the transformation of tax legislation in the direction of providing 

greater incentives.    This was effected by the law of 12 July I965.    This text introduces 

three innovations in the French system: 

1. It transforms the system of tax regulations applicable to mergers and 

partial transfers of assets by considerably reducing the taxes on mergers - 

and, when the Government has expressly given its approval, on partial trans« 

fers of assets and the splitting of companies. 

2. It reduces the tax burden on groups of companies, in the case of express 

approval by the Government. 

3. It introduces into French legislation the concept of taxation on the easts 

of world-wide profit - also in the oase of approval (the possibilities of 

approval were extendtd by the Sixth Plan - 1971-1975). 

¿/   cf. In particular, the Report mentioned in footnote 2.    See also for the Fourth 
Plan*   Rapport general de la Commission de infeonoate générale et du financement du 4e 
Plan (General Report of the Committee on the General Economy and FiMuneii« of the Fourth 
Plan) - La Documentation française.  1962. 

Sixth Plan;    Reports of the Fiscal Group, Joint Group on the Financing of Industry 
la Documentation française.  1971-1972. 

•IMI 
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Tn 19671  in order to accelerate the trend towards mergers, various measures were 

adopted making it possible to  spread out over n period of time - in the caso of approval • 

tho burden of taxation on capital gains from mergers.    These measures were revoked at 

the end of 1971. 

At that  time also,   the Fourth Plan stressed certain practical difficulties regard- 

ing the application of taxes in respect of restructuring:     any regrouping of a certain 

size raises controversial questions  in regard to which,   in spite of all tho consultations 

that may be undertaken,  the directors of enterprises remain uncertain as to the solutions 

to be adopted.    An ill-defined "tax risk" may thus obstruct  tho rapid carryi.Tg out of 

operations which are in general strongly encouraged by the public authorities    Tho 

Government has therefore decided that,  in the case of mergers,  splits and partial trans- 

fers of assets,  a specialized unit of the Directorate-General for Taxes of the Ministry 

of Economic Affairs and Finance will protect enterprises - in co-ordination with tho 

Office of the Commissioner-General for the Plan - against subsequent sanctions not based 

on clear cases of fraud,  through a rapid procedure for the preliminary examination of 

individual cases. 

In 1972 - after the decisions taken within the framework of the Sixth Plan - there 

remain, over and above the provisions of ordinary law automatically applicable to mergers 

five provisions for the granting of approval in respect of the re-organization of the 

structure of enterprises.-'' 

In addition,   in 19671  to facilitate the adoption of formulas for groupings of enter- 

prises adapted to the specific problems of medium-sized enterprises (and especially enab- 

ling them to retain their individuality),  the Government  introduced greater flexibility 

in the tax provisions on groupings of economic interests.    This measure had very success- 

ful results and certainly met a ver;/ important need. 

§J   Article 14 of the law of 12 July I965!    Approval for partial transfers of asset« 
and the splitting of companies. 

Art.  209,  para.  II, of the Tax node;    Approval for the carrying over of deficits in 
the case of company mergers 

Art.  239 bin B of the Tax Code:    Approval for the winding up of inactive companies. 
Art.  238 of the Tax node:    approval for the payment of funds to research organizatio 
Order (ordonnance) of 4 February 1959:    Approval of companies covered by agreements 

(groupings of medium-sized and small enterprises). 

lull 
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Financial aspects of the restructuring of enterprises 

The French Government has tried to take action along three lines. 

4.1. Reinforcing the financial market  in order to enable it to respond flexibly 

o the varied needs for external financing (by debenture loan or issues of stock of 

nterprieee whose restructuring is accompanied by substantial investment programmes). 

Action is taken at the level of» 

Supplying of the market through encouragement of invested saving in the form of 

hares or bonds (recently, under the Sixth Plan, important decisions have been taken 

hich,  in particular, enable insurance companies to invest in industrial securities); 

The operation of the market through measures such as the promotion of collective 

avings (investment companies with variable capital, investment funds), improved public 

nformation (guaranteed henceforth by a Commission on Stock Exchange Transactions), the 

stablishment of an "over the counter" market and various changes of a technical nature. 

4.2. Developing the machinery of credit for enterprises: 

I        In this regard, the Government introduced greater flexibility in 1967 in the formerly 

'igid distinction between deposit banks (or commercial banks) and finance companies 

banques d'affaires); 

In addition,  a network of banks established or controlled by the State is aimed at 

teeting varied credit needs; 

Por the largest enterprises there is the Credit national, r«ally an organ of the 

Ian, in so far as all important dossiers involving requests for loans of more than 

0 million francs (some 60 dossiers a year) are submitted to the Office of the Commission«** 

eneral for the Plan for its judgement; 

Por aediua-sised enterprises, there are the Caisse centrale de crédit Hôtelier, 

ndustriel et ooramereial and the Caisse nationale des Marchés de l'Etat; 

Por medium-Bised provincial enterprises, 15 regional development corporations were 

et up in 1955, both to take out shares and to make long-term loans. 
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4-3.    Developing financial institutions which specialize in the talcing out of shar 

whon a sector is restructured.    After various fruitless attempts in I960,  the Institut 

de développement industriel (IDI) war- established in I969 on similar lines to the 

Industrial Reconstruction Corporation in the United Kingdom.    An independent institutio 

but  financed from budgetary resources,   IDI acts,  apparently unlike the Industrial 

Reconstruction Corporation,  less as an entrepreneur specializing in major restructuring 

operations than as an institution supplementing the bank network for the purpo&e of 

operations involving risks being undertaken or proposed tv medium-sized enterprises; 

regroupings constitute only one part of these operations,  the other operations being th 

launching of new activities and the commencement of operations abroad.    IDI works by 

various means, including dirsct investment in firms,  but also mer« financial or manage- 

ment advice or the performance of intermediary functions in negotiations between enter- 

prises.     IDI has also been entrusted by the Government with a specific task, namely to 

"examine the overall situation in certain sectors (designated by the Government as 

priority sectors,  mainly on the basis of the recommendations in the Plan) in order to 

bring out their weaknesses and their potential for expansion, with the possibility that 

this examination will lead It to suggest various measures for promoting the development 

either of a sector as a whole or of certain enterprises". 

In certain branches, private insti butions have been established by professional 

associations, either to provide guarantees for certain operations carried out by their 

members or to finance restructuring directly.    Two of these - the Tnter-Professional 

Committee of the Textil <3 Industry (CIRIT) and the Committee for the development of the 

furniture industries (Comité do développement des industries de l'ameublement) - receiv 

State aid in the form of the transfer to them of the revenue from a para-fiscal tax. 

In the sphere of operations involving risks and the establishment of new enterpris 

the new approach in the policies for the restructuring of industry - the Government has 

encouraged the formation of specialized private institutions. This is a field in which 

further progress is awaited: a committee of experts created under the auspices of the 

Office of the Commissioner-General for the Plan and the Ministry of Industrial and 

Scientific Development is to submit a report on this subject containing specific proposi 

towards the end of 1972. 
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The social aspects of restructuring 

The rinks which restructuring entails ior employment - particularly in régions 

îere there are traditional industrios threatened by technical progress and where the 

ibour market is small - are undoubtedly an obstacle not so much to decisions regarding 

srgers as to the implementation of the rationalization programmes accompanying these 

icisions. 

Prom this point of view,  the factors most conducive to the removal of these 

«tacles aro,  in France's experienoe: 

- An active policy of job-finding on the part of the public agencies responsible 

for employment policy; 

- The provision of generous unemployment assistance; 

- The planning of job reductions in co-ordination with the administrative organs 

responsible for regional planning, and the establishment of new undertakings 

(this requires good co-operation between enterprises and the public authorities); 

- An intensive policy of vocational training at all levels, particularly continued 

training; 

- A flexible system for guaranteeing retirement benefits, especially in the case of 

senior staff. 

STATE EFFORTS TO PROMOTE RESTRUCTURING 

A.      The role of the State in Prance has historically been significant in promoting 

structuring in certain cases and in removing obstacles to such operations in all oases. 

Thus, since around i960, i.e. from when the repsrcussions of the Common Market 

de themselves felt, the State has adopted a series of measures designed to reorganise 

rtain sectors.    In 1963f  studies were conducted, on the initiative of the State, 

the problems of industries such as aluminium production, heavy mechanical engineering 

i the manufacture of major chemical intermediates.    The recommendations contained 

these studies, which were communi cat ed to the enterprises concerned, formed a sort 

charter for the reorganization of these sectors over a period of ten years or so. 
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Persuant to ti..-  recommendations  of the Fifth Plan and as a means of ensuring their 

application,  other measures wire taken in the follov.'ing branches,  often in conjunction 

with private professional bodies,  u;. the re,:ommendr.tions of an Industrial Development 

Committee established   m 196b for thio purpts": 

Iron and  steel:     Action in thin  sector took the form of a professional  contract 

signed in l'j66 with the industiy as <\ vrtiole for the duration of the Fifth Plan.    In 

order to benefit from various State loanc,  enterprises had to accede on an individual 

basis to the agreement, which contained detriled provisions for the  reformation of 

enterprises into several groups; 

Electronic data processing*    The adoption of a Computer Plan (Plan Calcul) by 

the State led to the merger in I967 of three small  computer manufacturers to for» the 

International Electronic Data Processing Company  (Compagnie Internationale pour 

l'Informatique), the  strategy and procedures of which wei e worked out  jointly by the 

State and the enterprise.    The agreement was renewed in 1972 and agreements of the same 

type,  although on a smaller scale,  were subsequently adopted for other fields of 

electronic data processing (components and peripheral ec^vipment ); 

Ship-oui Id inf, 0-967):    A framework agreement with the industry,  completed by the 

accession of individual enterprises, made it possible to reduce the number of shipyards 

from approximately ten around 1961 to three in 1970; 

State action in the chemical 3ector (1966) led to a regrouping into two enterprise« 

1'Bntreprise minière et  chimique and la Société des charbonnages: 

The agricultural and food industries.; 

The machine tool  industry; 

The public works industry. 

The Industrial Development Committee drew up a strategy for these last three 

fields, the application of which was left to the initiative of enterprises actin« in 

conjunction with the traditional and regular procedures employed by the State. 

During the period I965-I97O, the State has also adopted measures, in addition 

to the specific action of the Industrial Development Committee and its specialized 

groups, to promote the reorganization of sectors in which its participation is 

significant:    in particular the aeronautics industry, where State action led to the 
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tablishraent  of the Sociéténationale d'Etude et de Construction des Moteurs d'Avion 

NECMA) -- an amalgamation of all   snterprisos with Ftate capital participation in this 

ector, and the Société" nationale Industrielle aérospatialu  (SNIA3^   in 1969, - tho 
  - - •— — • ^ -   •••-• —   -  -   - -  -    ii  i— ir         x y    s ì 

suit  of n series  of inertere of er.t orpri non manufacturing cello,   helicopters ano 

lgines of various types.    Action was also taken by the Stato in the petroleum industry, 

îere ?. series of  regroupings affected public participation in the petroleum and 

turai gas industry (Elf-ERAP, Société nationale des Pétroles d'Atuitaine) and in 
* "^—— ~ •  — '•  — - - — — — ————————— -   - -      T - ii -»mi naît • MM >•  •    * 

,e chemical industry  (establishment  of  L h e ATO co-operative society).    The banking 

^  insurance sect o a were also involved. 

Generally speaking,  as shown in ppit   2, the State has endeavoured to evolve a 

amework which from the general,  financial, fiscal,   legal and social point of view 

s conducive to restructuring operations,  and the various administrations responsible 

>r  the different   sectors have attempted to provide a steady flow of information and 

mstant encouragement. 

B.      The institutions involved are numerous.    Their duties and activities 

e based on two principles;     the search for an overall strategy and the co-ordination 

measures taken to apply this strategy. 

The guidelines for the overall  strategy are worked out  at the time of preparing 

e long-term Economic and Social Development Plan.    The Plan is prepared by administra- 

ons in conjunction with professional and trade union organizations.    It does not, 

nerally speaking, provide a baa-is for the discussion of canes of individual enterprises, 

t  it does make  it possible to define three types of policy in the  industrial field-"*': 

- An  'industrial environment" policy which defines precisely the measures taken 
by the Government during the period, of execution of the Plan in the legal, 
financial,   social, infrastructure,  research and land management fields; 

- A structural policy which defines the typeo of structural re-organization 
which will be encouraged by public authorities in their day-to-day action; 
this is a sort of statement of the "rules of the game'-1  so far as structures are 
concerned; 

- A sectoral policy which defines sectoral priorities and desirable developments 
in certain sectors and indicates sectors in w!iich the establishment of a 
programme  involving joint action by enterprise and by the State is required and 
w'lat form it should take. 

%/   Cf.    Sixth Plan:    Report on the main options of the Sirth Plan, Sixth Economic 
Social Development Plan, La Documentation française. 17/1. 
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The programmes themselves ro-e discussed in specialized bodies rnd are subject to 

governmental approval when they involve largo-scale public action.    The measures them- 

selves talee the fora of laws, deorees or budgetary provisions as the caee requires:    th 

implementation of the Plan iu examined annually u-   the Office of the Commissioner-Gener; 

which submits a report to the Government and to Parliament. 

2.      Co-ordination of public action 

Since 1970, a specialized frvemmcntal body, the Inter-ltinisterial Committee for 

Industrial Policy, has been responsible for supervising the execution of the Plan and 

co-ordinating Government policy in this area. 

On a continuous basis, the initiative lies either with: 

- The head of the enterprise, in this case a request is made to the administration 
whenever authorization, assistance or at least informât ion are required; 

- The administration,  as part of its regular duties for executing the Government's 
industrial policy; 

- The professional organizations, which generally play an important role by 
providing information and sometimes negotiating either between enterprises 
or between enterprises and the State (a function very clearly illustrated 
in the preparation of the iron and steel and shipbuilding agreements to 
which reference was made above). 

Co-ordination is effected in sevorrl ways: 

Basically,  it is carried out within the framework of the Management Committee of 

the Economic and Social Development Fund (FES),  (special section of the Treasury 

established by decree of 13 June I965 which regroups the budgetary allocations earmarked 

for public action in the economy).    This Committee is assisted by a number of specialize 

oommittees,  several of whicli are concerned i/ith industry: 

Committee 1, under the chairmanship of the CommiBsioner-General for the Plan, advie 

the Minister of Finance on State loans, grants and tax exemptions for industry in genera 

It is this Committee in particular which approves fiscal decisions conoerning benefits 

granted temporarily for the restructuring of enterprises after the files have been studi 

by the competent administrations (industry, finance, planning).    Its authority extends 

to all areas, with the exception of two sectors, which are the responsibility of the 
following two committees: 
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- Committee 6, which is responsible for agriculture aid airo co-ordinatec public 
action in the agricultural and food induct rica factor- 

HeI        - Committee 0,  which deals with transport  enterprises with State capital partici- 
J pat ion (Bea and airtransport). 

1        Co-ordination bodies are sometimes established on  ¿i tempo rar;   basis to supervise 

lie execution of a programme;    this was the case for the agreement  on iron and steel, 

He application of which was supervised by an advisory committee under the chairannohip 

£' the Connúesioner-General for the PI¿m. 

Co-ordination is ensured between the Crédit national and the Office of the 

»naissioner-General for the Plan (which receives advice from the administrations oon- 
rned) with regard to financing files. 

For several years,  inter-v.inisterial co-ordination has been in effect in the field 

price policy.    This was establish in June 1972 in direct negotiation!« between the 
*ice Board and enterprises. 

Apart fron its general promotion activities, the Ministry of Industry established 

1969 a Merger Office (Bureau des Fusions) to provide inforaation to enterprises,   this 

fice can also assist  enterprises in their negotiations and put then in touch with the 

minist rat ive services which are responsible for the various procedures employed more 
less directly in mergers of enterprises. 

The opportunities for contact  and discussion between the administration and enter- 

ises provided within the framework of the various administrative procedures are also 

ten in practice more important than the eulwtanoe of the decisions which may be taken 
individual dossiers. 

The financial significance of these procedures is described in detail in the study 
ferrod to in footnote No. 6. 

iû-i21à» approval was granted in the following oaoest 

èJ   Cí"«    Revue économique - June 1970. 
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Approval of partial transfers of  icseto cid the oplitting up or companies:    166 
for the carrying over of deficits in the case of nerge^s: 3" 
for the dissolution of inactive companies: 170 
for payments to research bodies: 5 

" for establishing companies vit h which agreements were concluded: 5 

PDES  loans to industry,  including mediun and snail-scale  enterprises,   rose to 

G60 million francs in 1972 as against  795 in 1970:    such loans arr not granted in the 

case of all mergers.,    To this figure should be added State loans granted to aeronautics 

enterprises with public capital participation (8o million francs in 1970 and 110 million 

francs in 197l)  in order to give an idoa of total State loans to enterprises in com- 

petitive sectors  (i.e.  excluding public services). 

Long-term Credit national loans (-.:hich are not granted in the case of all merger 

operations)have risen to a total of 771 involving an amount of 330,000 francs (as against 

100,000 francs in I964). 

Action by IDI was taken in a total of 4G6 oases in 1970 and 1971.   This total includef 

22 share taking operations,  only two of which i.vre intended to bring companies together, 

involving a total of 220 million francs.    It  ie therefore still too early to assess the 

effectiveness of the role of this institution in financing the rest:maturing of enter- 

prises. 

IV - V    LESSONS TO UE DRAWN FROM THE FRHJOH EXPEEII&CE 

AB suggested by the foregoing, the French experience is in the process of evolution 

and has developed through several phases.   The ooncept of concentration has gradually 

been obocured by the broader notion of structural mobility and flexibility.    State action 

has been increasingly oriented towards the creation of an "economic environment" which 

favours the mobility of industrial structures and the successful adaptation to the 

markets of different  enterprises.-^      This may require both concentration operations and 

the réorganisation or establishment of new enterprises or co-operative ¿roups. 

Tho factoro which have played the most decisive role are: 

- Increased competition as a recuit of the opening up of frontiers and the 
establishment of the European Eoonomic Community; 

- ïho adoption of a favourable attitude by the State. 

2J   The wording of the options of the Sixth Economic and Social Developoerrt Plan is 
particularly explicit.    Cf. in particular:    Chapter IV - The policy of enterprises (p,l6l 
Report on the main options of the Sixth Plan.    La documentation française. 1°71« 
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The main results are: 

1. The placing of new investments or rationalization, which haa made it posaible 

to increase the productive capacity of plant«:    this is particularly true in 

the iron and steel industries, shipbuilding and the textile industry; 

2. Improved financial management, which has enabled enterprise« to respond to 

requirements for investment in marketing and research; 

3. The retention of national manufacturers in vanguard branches in which foreign 

investments accounted for more than half the total capital in the «eotor, such 
as computers. 

The analyses conduct yd for the preparation of the Sixth Plan showed that the general 

framework of official policy was well adapted to the needs of industrial regroupings.    They 

iven concluded that it would be possible to discontinue as of 1971 certain incentivee 

ntroduced in 1967 and that on the other hand the State's action in the field of industrial 

tructures should be re-oriented in two new directions:    the establishment of highly inno- 

rative and rapidly growing enterprises,  and the establishment of installations abroad. 

Nevertheless,  experience has shown that the initiative for regrouping should basically 

>e with the heads of enterprises and that a merger never automatically solves the manege- 

tent problems previously experienced by one of the partners to the merger. 

Neither is it certain that the policy of the public authorities ehould be concentrated 

n a single institution:    the French experience shows that agreement on objectives which 

12^ sufficiently clear and published well enough in advance makes it possible to benefit 

it the execution stage from advantages in fluxibility and efficiency,  as the result of 

e-centralizing the action of administration« or specialised institutions whose activities 
an be co-ordinated, or at least supervised at a later stage. 

It should, however, be noted that this process has evolved through a first phase which 

eems to approximate more closely the experience of the developing countries!   this phase 

as characterised by an awareness of the existence of minimum thresholds of effioienoy which 

etermined "oritical sises** for plants, enterprises and groups.   These critical sisee vary 

epending on whether problems of production, marketing, research or financing are involved. 

hey also vary from one sector to another and from one market to another. 

In conclusion, while the methods employed in the restructuring policy now seem fairly 

aailiar and relatively simple to define and apply from the technical point of view, the 

trategy - in other words, the reply to the question "What to do?" as opposed to "How to 

o it?" - certainly requiree extremely oareful study by the public authorities and an 
pen mind. 



Annex 1 

AGREEMENT BEfWEBI THE STATE AUE THE IROU A1TD STEEL INDUSTRY (1966-1970): 

AH EXAMPLE OP RESTRUCTURING CJÌRIED OUT BY MUTUAL COlISEflT 

In its annex dealing \dth iron and steel, the Fifth Plan described the situation 

in this üector as followo: 

Wj;h6 development of production capacity markedly in excess of demand .,. the 
increased competition -,/hich resulted and the consequent decline in prices 
on all markets explain the difficulties encountered by iron and steel 
enterprises in financing their investment programmes.    Their operating 
results deteriorated, obliging then to borrow more and more and thus 
increase thoir total debts to about 63 per cent of the annual turnover at 
the end of 196/,  instead    • tho A'j per cent  envisaged in the Fourth Plan 
for 1965»'. 

Tho Fifth Plan therefore set the following target: 

"To make the iron and steel industry internationally competitive under normal 
conditions of competition5   to that end, firstly, to increase enterprises« 
ability to oorapete by a vigorous effort to reduce production costs,  iiaprove 
quality, rationalize production and systematically re-organize the structure 
Of the industrj-, ini or alia by effecting mergers and closing dotm unprofitable 
works and shops,  and, secondly,  to provide the industri' with operating 
oonditions comparable to thoc   enjoyed by its competitors,  particularly as 
regarde the cost of  enere and transport". 

The imrtruraent by uhich this policy was carried out was the General Agreement betweet 

the State and the Iron and Steel Industry, concluded on 29 July 1966.    It laid down 

inter alia the programme of rationalisation jid investment which the industry undertook 

to oarry out  and the nature of the aid to be granted by the State,   Special provisions 

dealt vdth the measures to bo taken to retrain labour and create new employment and the 

prooedures for consulting trade union organizations and keeping a oheck on the way the 

Agreement is applied. 

Both because of the originality of the machinery established and the suooess achieve! 

the agreement between the State and the Iron and Steel Industry is a'particularly interest 

ing'example of a policy carried out by mutual consent, the main results of whioh are 

worth briefly summarizing. 
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Structure of the industry 

The signature of the Generivi Agreement uas preceded and followed by rocny re- 

organization operations.    The raost  spectacular took place in heavy iron and steel making, 

with the establishment  inter alia of tiro main centres in this field: 

- Merger of Usinor and Lorraine-Escaut in I966; this also led to the merger 

of the parent companies of the two groups iato a new company with the name 

of Denain-Nord-Est-Longvjy; 

- Merger of the Société de Wendel vrith Sidelor and the Société Moaellane de 

Sidérurgie in 1968, leading to the establishment of the Société Wendel- 

Sidelor,  around which gravitate the Sollac, Saoilor,  and more reoently 

Solmer companies. 

In the field of fine iron and steel making, the most notable operation during this 

period remains the establishment of the Société CreuBot-Loire,  in 1970f formed from the 

Compagnie des Ateliers et Forges de la Loire and the Société des Forges et Ateliers du 

Creusot, among others. 

Mention should also be made of various shared-cost operations for the construction 

of new plant (electrioal steelv/orks for stainless steels at Isbergues,  joint coking 

plants in the north and in Lorraine,  etc.) and racny rationalization and specialization 

agreements. 

Apart from actual restructuring operations,  a large-scale programme of nev; projects 

was undertaken, the State making a contribution of 2,700 million francB in the form of 

credits extended by the Economic and Social Development Fund on particularly easy tenao. 

All in all, the rationalization and modernization opération carried out between 

1966 and I97O was very considerable: 

The total number of iron and steel companies was reduoed from 82 to 66, the number 

of works from II8 to 99 and the number of units specializing in the production of oast 

iron from 11 to 5«    In heavy iron and steel making, two groups of international class 

were established, usinor and Wendel-Sidelor, together acoounting for more than two third« 

of Franoe'a crude steel output. 



Plärrt taken out of operation included 20 blast furnaces,  25 Bessemer converters, 

21 open-hearth furnaces and 5 electric fumacec.   nevertheless,  in 1970 France produced 

3.5 million moro tonnes of cast iron and 4.2 million more tonnes of crude steel than 

in I965.    The average output per unit in operation showed significant changeât 

+ 5$ 

+ A4;> 

+ <;<; 

+ 2I/Í 

+ 62>; 

Other plant declared obsolete included 11 roughing rolls, 24 long-product  rolls and 

2 electrical 3heet shops.    At the same time, the investment made over this period result< 

in an increase in French output of rolled goodfj from 14.O million tonnes in I965 to 

18 million tonnes in 1970, the average output  per works increasing by 65 per oent. 

The follovdng table shows the 12 leading iron and steel oompanies (by turnover) in 

1970 (representing 90 per cent of French crude steel production)  and indicates oonoentrac 

tion operations carried out between 1966 and 1970« 

Blast furnaces: 

Bessemer converter:;: 

Open-hearth furnaces: 

Cruciblo and oxygen furnaces: 

Electrical furnaces: 

1966 1967 I960 r;69 1970 

Millions of franoB 
Turnover free 

of tax, 1970 

De Wendel at Cie  

Sidólor  <Wendel-Sidelor 

Société Mosellane de Sidérurgie ......... 

Sollac  

Sacilor  

Usinor  ......... 

Lorraine-Eccaut 

) 
( Usinor 
( 

5,906 

1,110 

511 

5,304 

C.A.F.L.  (Compagnio des Ateliers et Forges de la Loire)  ...... ) 

S.F.A.C.  (Société des Forges et Ateliers 
du Creusot)   ................... ) 

Société métallurgique d'Imphy 

) 1 
\ o«. «A.C.   •««•••••«  ) 

)CreUBot- 
Loire 

) 
Forges dc Chatillon, Commentry, 
Ileuveo-Maisons •  ) 

( 
Forges de Chatillon, 

Biaohe Saint Vaast  CCommentry, Biache 

Société des Aciéries et Tréfilerics de Neuves Maisons Chatillon ...... 

Hauts fourneaux de la Chiers  

Forgée de Gueugnon  
 ) 

Société des Aciéries de Pompey  ( 
Sooiété nouvelle dos Aciéries 
de Pompey •  

Société Métallurgique de Normandie 

Aciéries de Paris et d*Outreau .... 

2,568 

968 

364 

937 
575 

479 
505 

358 
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Latour 

The changes that have talcen place in iron and steel during the indusIry plan have 

meant that considerable social protection machinery has had to he Bet up from the very 

beginning. 

Thus, many provisions in the General Agreement '.-ere devoted to the problems of 

assigning labour and creating new enployment.    Among the measures giving greater guarantees 

to iron and steel workers, mention should be made of the special grants made by the 

iational Employment Fund for workers over 6û, the payment of various kinds of assistance 

to facilitate a change of trade (either under the treaty establishing the European Coat 

and Steel Community —'   or through the National Employment Fund), co-ordination of dis- 

nissal and recruitment decisions and the expansion of vocational training activities. 

Phe State and the industry also undertook in the General Agreement to encourage the 

:reation of employment  and the establishment of new activities, in particular by 

Increasing the assistance and financial resources available to regions affected by 

re-organization. 

Despite the difficulties involved in the re-organization operation, the social results 

lave on the whole seen positive.    The number of viorkers fell by 15fOOO between I965 and 

97O.    Lorraine was particularly affected (10,000 loss).   White-collar staff nevertheless 

rose by over 6,000 durine the same period. 

As a result of the limitation on recruitment, the normal loss of staff through 

retirement and voluntary resignation and early retirement of workers over 60, it was 

lore or less possible to avoid actual dismissals.    Application of the principle of 

priority for re-employment in iron and steel,  laid down in the General Agreement, pro- 

gramming of labour movements,  assistance to workers seeking neu employment, measures 

\o facilitate intensive vocational training and action to encourage the establishment 

pf new activities made it possible to avoid an unemployment eituation and at the same 

lime to mitigate the difficulties encountered by workers who found themselves having to 

bhange jobs. 

Output of oast iron, orude steel and finished products inoreaeed by an average of 

per cent a year during the period of the industry plans 

(millions of tonnes) •  . 
product I965 I97O I970/I965 

fast iron I5.8 19.2 + 2255 
frude steel 19.6 23.8 •»• 2$ 
(oiled products 14.8 I8.O + 22f> 

l/   ile-organizction assistrncc granted by the European Coal and Steel Community. 



The targets set in the General Agrement - 22 to  ?A million tonnes of crude steel 

•by 1970 - v.'cre fully achieved. 

Output   of fine end special  sttnels increased by Ç.6 per cent a year end in 1970 

accounted for 11.3 per cent of total output OB against 0.7 per cent in 1965.    The share 

of flats in the output 0'  fine products rose from 48 per cent in I965 to  50 per oent in 

I57O. 

The trend in deliveries reflecte: the trend in demand.    It shows that the domestic 

market was an increasingly important outlet for Trench iron and steel, talcing 70 per cent 

in I97O «J against 65 per cent  in I965. 

The trend in foreign sales uao not favourable.    In tonnage, the foreign trade halan« 

for steel - traditionally positive - was slightly negative in the last two years of the 

Fifth Plan;     in value the excess of exporto over imports ro£?o from 1,381 million francs 

in 1965 to  263 million in 1970.    This trend iras however due,  in very large part, to the 

tension existing on the domostic market  in I969 and at the beginning of 1970. 

The structural refe iros, the improvement in the market situation at the end of tho 

Plan, the modernia¿stion of old plant and the introduction of neu plant resulted in an 

appreciable  increase of activity. 

The productivity of the labour force ae a whole increased by an annual average of 

6.7 per cent  from I965 onwards.    At that time it took 17.7 manual and <?hite-oollar 

worker hours to produce one tonne of crude steel;    in 1970 it only took 12.5.    The targe 

set in the Agreement - an annual increase of 5 por cent - was thus considerably exceeded 

Total energy consumption per tonne of steel, in kilogrammes of coal equivalent, 

declined by 5 per cent in five years. 

One of the most important  results achieved over the period of the industry plan wai 

the increase in the self-financing capacity of the Prenoh iron and steel industry as a 

whole. 

The General Agreement had envisaged thrt the companies» gross return would rise fr< 

10 per oent of their pre-tax turnover to 15 per ce.it in 1970, and to 16 per cent allowii 

for the fall in fuel prices. This target was considerably oxoeeded in 1969 (17.9 per c< 

and 1970 (22.Í per cent). The average proportion during the period of the industry piai 

was 15.6 por cent, whereas the target had only been 12.6 per cent. In absolute value, 

the return practically quadrupled over the period in question. 
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RBORO/JTI'ATIOH OF THÏ5 FPITCH SHIPBUILDING  IHTOimY 

The world's shipbuilding industry is subject to full competition over the whole of 

its output because of the absence or marginal nature of restrictions on trad« in »hip. 

It is therefore of vital importance to remain competitive,  i.e. able to tell  at prices 

which are in line with those on the international market and which also guárante« firms 

a sufficient return. 

1.      French shipbuilding at the end of the Fourth Plan 

The targets set for thxs sector in the Fourth Plan ware of an orfani national naturt 

and concerned the development of concentration among onterpriaes and manpower tratids. 

1.     Reorganisation of enterprises 

The cnages in the structure of production in this sector during the Fourth Plan wew 

appreciable, taut lese in extent than had been invisaged by the authorities fro« 1959 onwa 

The report on the Fourth Plan had strongly recommended concentration and integrate 

operations.    As far aa integration is concerned, there was no progress tusón* the blf AH 

yard«.    Concentration operations, on the other hand, were more numerous and led to the 

disappearance fro» the list of shipyards of three establishments, which war« involved in 

various merger operations: 

- The Ateliers et Chantiers de la Loir*  at Hantes, which combined with the 

Ateliers et ^hantiors de Bretagne,  also at Fantes, following the merger 

of the two companies in 1961; 

- The Chantiers Réunis Loire-Kormandie at Grand fcieVilly, which combined in 

1964 with the former Chantiers Dubigeon, taking the nane of Dubigeon-Moriaandisi 

- The firm of Augustin Homawl at Le Havre, which merged with the Chantiere 

Bttcheene et Bossiére in 1964, the new ooapany taking the name of Ataliera 

et Chantiera du Havre. 



The number of big shipyards, which had been 14 in 1959, was thus reduced to 11, or 

2 including the Ateliers et Chantiers du Havre.-' In 1965, the branch of shipbuilding 

spresented by the big shipyards thus consit';ed of 10 companie- with 14 establishments, 

2 of them building hulls. 

This total included 4 shipyards which had been deprived by an administrative decision 

f the right to build ships of more than 3,000 tonnes gross register (or equivalent): 

bigeon-Hormandie (Hantes);    Ateliers et Chantiers de la Rochelle-Pallice (La Rochelle); 

arges  et Chantiers de la Méditerranée (Graville);    Ateliers et Chantiers du Havre (Le Havre) 

Of the remaining 8 yards,  4 were still very busy and essentially concerned with build- 

ag merchant vessels of more than 3,000 tonnes gross register (or equivalent):    Ateliers et 

mntiers de France-Gironde (Dunkirk);    Chantiers de l'Atlantique Penhoët-Loire (Saint- 

fciaii*)}    Chantier* lavala de la Ciotat (La Ciotat);    Forges et Chantiers de la 

idi terranee (La Seyne).    The 4 others took orders for medium-sized vessels and smaller 

r more specialized vessels.    It should be noted that 3 of these last 4 had established 

pecial ties - financial or commercial - with one or other of the 4 yards mentioned 

reviously. 

Manpower trends 

The Fourth Plan had envisaged that the tonnage put into construction (350,000 tonnes 

ross register) could be completed with a shipbuilding labour force reduced by 12,000, or 

»ut one-third of the industry's strsngth in 1959 (14 main shipyards). 

The conditions in which this target had to be achieved were considerably different 

ram what had been evisaged.    The Fourth Plan recommended that all personnel withdrawn 

:om shipbuilding who vere not covered by some normal cause of staff "wastage" (resigna-' 

on,  retirement, illness,  death) should be assigned to redeployment, whether external or 

iternal.    In actual practice it was not possible to achieve this objective, despite the 

forts made. 

1.      During a first stage (1960-1961), considerable progress was made in internal 

deployment.    This made it possible to maintain the total labour force without appreciably 

icreasing the ratio of labour not directly engaged in production to the total production 

l/   The former Ateliers Duchesne et Bossiere „nus in fact replaces in this group of 
ipyards the Le Havre firm of Chantiers A. Normand, which has been dismantled. 
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strength.    The proportion of productive labour assigned to non-shipbuilding activities 

in relation to the total productive labour force improved from 12.44 per cent to I5.88 P€ 

cent. 

2.      Unfortunately, durine a second stage (1962-1963) progress in internal rede- 

ployment slowed up and then stopped. 

The difficulties encountered by enterprises in their redeployment efforts during 

this second stage were reflected in a marked increase in the ratio of the total shipyard 

strength to labour directly engaged in production, which reached a maximum of I.90 in 

1963, as against I.8I in 1961 and only 1.79 in 1959- 

During the third stage (1964-1965), the proportion of the direct labour force 

assigned to internal redeployment declined slightly to a level near that for the year« 

I96I-I962. 

The Government having decided to apply the early retirement procedures introduced 

by the Act of 18 December I963 setting up the National Employment Fund, the number of 

persons benefiting from these procedures amounted to about 1,250 and it was possible to 

redeploy about 1,000 others, as a result, in particular, of the efforts made by the 

shipyards and the assistance secured by the Government from enterprises in the public 

sector. 

Thus,  the conditions in which the reduction in the labour force was effected durinf 

the Btourth Plan can be summed up as follows, in round figures: 

(i)    Of the 12,000 workers withdrawn from shipbuilding over a period of seven yeari 

2,500 continued to be employed within the same enterprise, through internal 

redeployment ; 

2,000 found other employment outside the enterprise without any hiatus? 

(ii)    71 SOU workers were thus withdrawn from shipbuilding without being re employed, 

This number breaks down as follows: 

3,200 workers were collectively dismissed as redundant (of whom 1,000 nere 

subsequently retrained for other jobs); 

4,300 workers, without being replaced, left the firm which employed then, 

either as a result of individual dismissals, or voluntarily, or in order to 

retire in the normal way. 
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3.     The industry contract and French shipbuilding 
in relation to the Fifth Plan 

The period of the Fifth Plan w-.s marked b" the need to  ma' e the big shipyards 

ompetitive on a lasting basis.    To that  end an Inter-Ministerial Commission was set up 

In September 1966.    The outcome was an industry contract concluded between the big 

shipyards and the State, which made it possible to bring the amount of public assistance 

own to the level regarded as permissible by the EET Commission. 

The industry contract 

This contract, which was signed in 1968, sets forth the obligations of the State 

aid the industry to each other as follows: 

The State,  taking note of the commitments entered into by the industry under the 

resent contract, undertakes: 

1. To grant aid for shipbuilding up to a limit of 500,000 tonnes groBs register 

or each of the two financial years 1969 and 1970 for ship orders actually taken by the 

ix comapnies listed above m their shipyards existing at today's date,  in view of the 

ommitments entered into with regard to the cessation of subsidized construction at the 

hantiers de Bordeaux and Char/tiers du Trait; 

2. To fix the level of aid for orders after 1 July 1968 at 10 per cent of the 

ontract price,  allowing for unforeseen increases in construction prices; 

3. To take the necessary measures to introduco,  from 1 July 1968, general customs 

xemption for all imported materials include'1 in the ships,  whatever flags they may fly 

nd whatever the origin of the materials; 

4. To contribute to the financing of productive investment programaos necessary 

o restore the situation of the shipyards,  increasing their productivity; 

It is noted that the State has already contributed by means of loans from the 

onomic and Social Development Fund to the financing of modernization investment prop- 

osed by ACDB,  the Chantiers de l'Atlantique and the company specially set up for the 

onstruction of a large dock at La Ciotat and that it has also undertaken to contribute 

the financing of an investment programme submitted by CFIMt 

5. To encourage exports of vessels outside EEE by making sure t îat the periods and 

mounts of the necessary credits are in line with conditions on the international .market 

nd by authorizing shipyards to cover themselves against currency risks,  in accordance with 

nditions to be determined case by case,  in the event that the money of account under the 

ntract could not be the French franc because of the purchaser» 

;=3aMMM«——••—«• -    ,       j,,   ,,••».,   •„,.., „„„....^.».««„„.„„„„„.„„»^ 



Í        To facilita« erfe.nal redcp)oyaent as provided for in paraphe 10 ató 11, 

particularly with 30gKd to the Bci^au, and Nantes shipyards,  invoking the provisions 

of the decree of 21 Ha, 1,M. and, for the ,'aff of the Chants du Trait    t ose of 

the decree of 25 April 1966, which will „ •....«** and «- a^ication of which ..11 

be entrusted to an interministerial eclosión set ap for the purpose under 

Minister responsible fc, the Piar, and „e^ -elo^nt,  on-the sp»t ^       »* 

er.tn.sted to a representative appoint.»! by the Hini.t« of T^sport and the Minister 

responsible for the Plan and Seconal Development; 

-,       To put into effect, as necessary, the various ..an. of action of the Rational 

ùpU^Bt Fund,  in the fona of agréments on training, special allowance, arid 

decreasing allowances, 

Thr industry undertakes: 

8.      Hot to increase its labori force in 1** over the  31 Decker 1961 level, 

this cox.ifnent b,ing observe,  shipya* by ehipyd,    in «SS and 1ST0, »".total 
u ii «<« ll<+hi^ the limit  of 1^,750 persons employed in shipbuilding, labour force shall raaaxn wit hin tne inni,  ox   x>>.j" v 

excludinc those encaged in the construction of marine engine*; 

j-tv o «i ou +n atri vine at the  eatfihl i phmuul Q        To pursue the structural reforms with a view to ain\ing a* 

„f two groups of comparable si*e befor,   » »— »**     *-h' ""* " th"< ^ 
would consist of the Chantiers de l'atlanti,^ and the company which i. to operate 

-tre two shipyards nt »ant,,,,    the ..corf  «roup will W exposed of the other companies 

mentioned above;    the .«>.,. of „ach of the,« groups shall follow a policy of 

collaboration and co-operation within the fn'pe; 

This polio, of co-operation ani. collaboration shall be followed by a Staling 

Co»itte. on Co-oMination set up at the. highest level, which .ay be supported if 

»oanSBT * specialised co-ordination cc^ittees, concerned,  for «pi.. «Ith .enne 

affairB or land affairs' 

10       To «c-nine ..ilhin a «rt«. period  of three years the poB.ibiltt, of . -erger 

of the companies belonging to each of these groups after a thorough eoon-io »d 

-inancia! studv to .how the advantages of such a step, on condition that over the two 

vears before the »erger their record. I»» shown their ability to balance their trading 

"account, and pay a nomai return on capital  invested;    this procedure would than be 

svhmitted without delay to the general meetings of the companies; 



11.    To endeavour to preserve  continuity of employment ^nd not to  resort  to the 

collective redundancy procedure until the posBibiliti^s  of n>-d< ploient within or 

outside the industr:   have "oeen exhausted, 

To this end the industry vJill  inform the competent  depart mentis of the Ministry of 

Social Affaire every year of the  -mploymont  outlook*     it will also inform the Ministry 

and workers'   organizations of the posto available within the  ^nt'^rpriae or in other 

enterprises in the sector which they cov.lrJ  enter diroctly or after training; 

It is agreed that  in order to provide for internal  or ort ornai  reassignment  and to 

deal with the changes made necessaiy by technical  progress, the  industry will establish 

ithin shipyards, in collaboration with the National Employment Fund,  the training 

sections necessary to provide for staff retraining,   if the region ic not sufficiently 

well supplied with PPA Bectiono; 

1?.    To continue paying the wages of personnel  admitted tc redeployment  courses 

even when they are being trainod for rod aploya ant outside the shipyard;    the shipyards 

shall be compensated for part of the cost of the wages under an agreement with the 

National Bnpioyment Fund and they undertake to pay a gratuity of one month'B pay to 

personnel who take a training course under an agreement with the National Employment 

Fund; 

13. Not to enter into labour contracts, apart  from essentiel technical subcontracting, 

axcept at peak lord periods'    by labour contracts shall be understood contracts whioh 

do not cover technical supervisors or in which the labour is not assigned to work 

defined in the contract; 

14. To consult the committees of the enterprises concerned in good time. 

2.     Trends in the structural organization of shipyards 

The Fifth Plan allowed for shipyards constructing vessels with a tonnage of »ore 

than 3,000 gross register.    This figure was reduced to five in 1^70 by the following 

restricting measures: 

At the beginning of I966 the Chantiers et Ateliers de Provence oeasod all activities 

»oth at Marseilles and at Port-de-Bouc; 

In the same year, the Poregea tt Chantiers de 1B MSdeterranêe alto closed;    the 

hantier do la Seyne was taken ovar by a new company "Lot Constructions Havales tt 

ndustrielles de la Mediterranée"  (CHIM); 



In June I966 the Chantiers du Trait  were acquired by the Chantiers de la Ciotat; 

In 1967 the Bordeaux yard of the Société Franco-Gironde wee modo a subsidiary, 

»Lee Constructions Industrielles et Navales do Bordeaux   (CIlffiK 

In March I96I th, Société Babccclc-Atlanticr, was sc.t v.p;     it took over all the 

boilcMBaking activities of the Chantiers do l'Atlantique; 

On 1 January I969 the Ateliers ot  chanti^rß de Bretagne transferred their 

shipbuilding division to the Chantiers Dubifceon-Normandie;    only one shipyard thus 

remains at Nanteu; 

The winding-up of all shipbuilding activities at CIIÎB, which had been going on 

gradually since July 1969, «as completed on jl December 1$70. 

Finally,  following the sicnature of tne induotry contract, negotiations were 

started with a view to arrivine at two ¿roups of comparable Biso.    The initial results 

arc satisfactory and have led to the ctr.blishmont of preferential  channels of co- 

operation, particularly at  the technical  and. commerci,.!  levels,  approved by protocols of 

agreement in July 1967 for the Mord-Midi group (Chantiers Navale de la Ciotat, CUM, 

ACDB)  and in March I969 for the Ouest  group (Chantiers de 1« Atlant i c.ue-Dubigeon- 

Normandie)• 

In addition, within the first group, ACDB :*d CNIM have set up a joint commercial 

subsidiary, CIFRAM (Comptoir interchant i err, navals Prance-Kêditerranée), which is 

responsible for superviDing busineso on behalf of both,  from the invitation of tenders 

to the conclusion of the contract. 

As regards the medium-sised Chantiers du Havre and Chantiers de la Rochelle-Pallice 

the idea of a joint  company controlling both plants was adopted in February 1970. 

The small ahijaros have also followed the same trend and co-operation agroanents 

have led to the establishment  of bodies auch as SERNAMO^ and the Consortium de la 

Construction navale.   The establishment of SGFREXAM^ has also brought together the yardi 

building warships (Dubigoon-Noraandie, Chantiers Franco-Belgos, Chantiers de 

l'Estcrei). 

l/    Société d'Etudes et de Realisations Navales Manche-Océan. 

2/    Société Française d'Exportations do Matériels Navals Militaires. 



3.     Trends in employment 

The reduction in the labour force has affected  3^00 persons.    The largest 

reductions have been made at the Chanti ;rs Gì 1'Atlant i', UJ r.nd Dubigeon-Normandie. 

But they are more apparent than real,  because they are partly the result of re- 

organization designed to sepexate shipbuilding as such from relrted marine activities, 

such as marine engines,  and from land activities.    The labor.:   force of the Chantiers 

navals de la Ciotat, by contrast, because of the considerable expansion of production 

there, hab increased over the period in question by nearly 1,000 workers and white- 

collar staff.    In all, the labour force of the two largest shipyards accounts for about 

45 per cent  of the total number of workers employed by the five big yards. 

4»     Co-cperation within the groups provided for in the Siyth Plan forceaste 
The industry contract 

Following the signature of the industry contract  in 1968s negotiations wore 

undertaken with a view to arriving at the establishment of two groups of comparable 

size.    The initial results have led to the establishment of preferential channels of 

co-operation, particularly at the tcchni    I and commercial levels.    Co-operation has 

developed particularly within the two groups provided for in the industry contract, 

which remain the priority framework for co-operation;    in some cases, it has also been 

developed with companies belonging to different groups uith regard to matters of common 

irterest. 

The effectiveness of current co-operation can be appreciated in the following 

main fields: 

Purchases and supplies, which have two different asp cts: 

As regard specifically marine equipment, a field in which any measure leading to 

longer serios can be beneficial,  since they are usually very short, the 

heterogeneity of the production of the shipyards in question,  and in some cases 

the distances betwoon them, have limited the scope for joint action; 

As regards everyday equipment which is not specifically marine, the outlets offered 

by shipbuilding are relatively marginal and the ability of groups to make bulk 

purchases does not, therefore, bring special advantages from this point of view; 
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Technical co-cpcration: 

Co-operation has developed with regard to the organisation of labour, problems 

connected with data processing  studio,,  technolocy, mechanical calculations, 

and above all certain special techniques,   such as natural eas takers; 

Trade policy and industrial co-operation: 

A trade policy has boon introduced within the Nord-Midi group, and more particularly 

between ACDE and CUM,  which have set up a joint trade subsidiary.    In the case 

of these two Phipyarde the trade policy consists mainly in the use for natural 

gas tankers of one and the srjno technique,  operated by c. joint subsidiary. 

Despito the geographical separation of the shipyards,  the policy is extended 

into many joint operations:    for exoDple,  investment  étudiée, estimates and plane, 

and data processine;. 

In addition, joint operations have also been undertaken by shipyards belpnging to 

two different groups,  inter alia with regard to the construction of series of 

vessels and the use of data processing. 

C.      Systems of aid to shipbuilding 

1.      Different forma of public aid in the world 

Public action in the field of shipbuilding varies greatly from oneroowntry to 

another, the main forms being as follows: 

Measures to protect the national market: 

Restrictions on imports of vessels; 
Advantages given to national shipowners for vessels built in national enipyarde; 

Customs duties; 

Public participation in shipyard capital; 

Direct subsidies to shipyards; 

Fiscal measures; 

Credit and credit insurance measuros* 

Measures to assist the fitting out of shipyards; 

Measures to facilitate regular production at shipyards; 

Support for research progreamos. 

M 
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Contrary to what is generally believed,   direct subsidies to  shipyards - which 

are only given  in a limited number of countries (Prance,   Italy,  United States, 

Canada) -    though they may be the most obvious kind of intervention are not necessarily 

the most "harmful5'.    The measures applied oy  some countries  „o  protect the national 

market (Japan,   Spain, United States,  Canada),  measures in the  field of credit and 

credit insurance,  whether they take the form of interest rebates (Federal Republic of 

Germany, Netherlands, Japan),   assistance in fitting out  shipyards (Japan, United 

Kingdom, Spain,  Denmark) or export credit insurance facilities (Italy; Federal Republic 

of Germany,  Japan,  Sweden, United Kingdom) often have considerable repercussions on the 

world shipbuilding market.    In this? respect the influence of Japan,  the world's leading 

ship-builder,   is decisive,, 

It is difficult to make a general comparison of these different systems and to 

assess the impact of the measures concerned.     It may, however,   be noted by way of 

example that a rebate of one percentage point of the interest rate on export credits 

ìB equivalent to a direct subsidy of 3.2 per cent of the cost of the ship;    the level 

of the rebates in the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany being 3.25 per cent 

and 3.5 per cent respectively,  these represent direct subsidies of 10.4 por cent and 

11.20 per cent.     Italy's direct  subsidies average 11 per cent;     in the United States 

of America,  the rate is about  120 per cent,   though it should be  added that the United 

States does practically no exporting in this sector. 

Independently of such direct governmental assistance, particular industrial 

structures can affect the shipbuilding industry.    Among these more favourable structures, 

one may mention participation by the State or by regional or local authorities in the 

capital of certain shipyards (particularly in the United Kingdom,  Chile and Germany), 

the organization of sub-contracting or of shipyard suppliers in such a way as to make 

it possible to avoid the amassing of large reserve stocks (Japan) and to obtain lower 

prices for steel at the world level (Japan),  the greater or lessor possibility of 

making orders for steel at firm prices (Sweden),  etc. 

At the international level,  the problem of State assistance has been studied by 

OECD, within the framework of which an "Arrangement" on export credit conditions came 

into force on 1 July I969 between 13 member countries.    This Arrangement is intended to 

arrest the escalation taking place throughout the world in regard to the conditions for 

the financing of ships for export.    Its main clauses relate to the minimum level of 

the interest rate, the maximum duration of the credit and the minimum level of the 

amount to be paid on delivery. 
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With regard to the European Economic Community (EEC),  a directive of the Council 

on the granting of aid for shipbuilding aimed at correcting the distortions of com- 

petition on the international market came into force on 28 July 1969.    This directive - 

optional in nature - limits the aid which may be granted to shipping to a maximum 

amount of 10 per cent of the contract price of the ships.    This measure is also intended 

to avoid an escalation of subsidies within the Community.    To take into account present 

trends in the international market for shipbuilding, and the OBCD Arrangement,  studio 

have been initiated on the desirability of lowering the maximum rate of subsidy allowable. 

2.    Trends in subsidies in France 

Shipbuilding benefits in France from specific assistance - the basic assistance, 

calculated as a percentage of the contract price of the ship - and a price guarantee 

system designed to cover some of the increase in prices occuring between the giving of 

the order and the actual completion of the work. 

The rate of specific assistance has gone down sharply and on 1 July 1968 Prance 

fell into line with the EEC proposal fixing the maximum allowable assistance at 

10 per cent of the price of the ship.    This is a considerable achievement when it is 

remembered that in l96n the rate of assistance was still 21 per cent.     Since l968f the 

rate of basic assistance was reduced to 7 per cent following devaluation on 8 August 

1969,  and then to 4.9 per cent from 1 January 1970. 

Simultaneously, however,  the cost of the coverage of exceptional price fluctuations 

has increased sharply in spite of significant modifications - in particular, the 

introduction of high ceilings,  brought in.o force from 1968.    It was impossible, either 

in the planning forecasts or in the forecasts of the 1966 interministerial commission, 

for the working hypotheses to take into account the sharp increase in prices resulting 

from the May 1968 events and general world inflation. 

This trend in the nature of the assistance granted is in reality a positive factor 

Bince the price guarantee system extended to shipbuilding is now analogous to the 

C0FAC3 system for ^ranteein* against economic risks.    In 1969 and 1970 "**«**• 

basic assistance represented only 134 -illi» and 131 IUI* francs out of a total 

of 233 million and 274.5 million francs. 
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TABLE 1 

The size of industrial enterprises in seven developed countries 

JUFAHTURING 
HJSTRY AS 
TÎOLP 1/ 

Federal 
United       Republic llether- 
States      of Germany lands Belgium       Prance Japan Italy 
(1963) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1962) (1963) (l?6l) 

Data on con- 
centration 

498,839        619,403 
ober of estab- 
ihments 306,61?       553,035        g/ 2/ 
al number 
staff 16,234,506   9,489,927   1,197,741   1,062,652   5,274,723   10,415,178 
rage number of 
ff per 
ablishment 53 17 2/ 2/ 11 17 

608,976 

4,495,563 

¡rage number of 
ff per 
ablishment: 
persons or more 263 
e than 1,000 persons   2,580 

265 254 240 215 192 198 
2,680 2,519 2,331 2,311 2,266 2,245 

•centage of staff 
loyed in estab- 
hraents oft 
persons or more 42.9 

500 persons 40.7 
50 persons 13.1 
0 persons 3.3 

38.8 
34.1 
13.9 
13.2 

40.5 
35.7 
15-9 
7.9 

37.7 
38.5 
16.4 
7.4 

26.8 
36.8 
17.2 
19.2 

24.3 21.4 
33.1 31.7 
27.2 I8.9 
15.4 28.0 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

relative indicators 

centage of staff 
loyed in: 
5^ largest 

ablishments 62 
lOtf largest 

ablishments 75 

72 

82 

68 

79 

67 

78 

67 

79 

57 

68 

65 

74 

Excluding mining, construction and public works. 
Neither the total number of establishments nor the average number of staff per 
establishment is given for Belgium and the Netherlands.    The information provided 
by OSRE for these two countries grossly under-estimated the number of very small 
establishments, and this completely invalidated the four.sets of data. 

Source:    INSEE Collections No.  El (Nay 1969). 
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TABUE 2 

Concentration of enterprises in major sectors of pctivity (1962) 

Proportion 

Activity (Two-figure 
nomenclature 

UM.fl.EJ 

20. Agricultural and 
food industries 

23« Textile industry 
24. Footwear and 

clothing 
25. Wood and cork 

indust ry 
26. Wood furniture 

industry 
27. Paper and paper- 

board industry 
28. Printing and 

publishing 
29. Leather industry 
30. Rubber industry 
31. Chemical industry 
33« Non-metal ores 
34« Basic metallurgy 
35» Metalworking 
36. Manufacture of 

non-electrical 
machinery 

37. Electrical 
engineering 

38. Automobile 
manufacturing 

39« Precision 
instruments 

Total 
manufacturing 
industries 

Lon of e 3' ,a:li shaents i% l empie syiiM 
(no. 

.—... «A,. -K. . 3 
of persons ) 

ON ON as vA ON ON 
r-t vt- ON ON ON S sr CA 

A Q 
1 1 1 1 1 1 +» Ö 

m O 
rH 

O 
tNI 

Q 8 £ <u   - 
U r-t 
O 

Propor- 
tion 

JäEgegt   flo,  of, 
9fiW-   SU££ 
ishments per .. ^9. 9f 

setatol-  

32.8 
5.4 

28.7 

25.0 

40.6 

3.0 

13.2 
23.6 
5.5 
4.1 
9.9 
0.3 

22.9 

3.3 

"4.5 

2.9 

16.3 

6.9   6.2 11.6 10.1 23.7    7.3   4.6     94,225    58 68 
2.9   4.4 12.1 13.0 41.6 10.8    9.8     22,569   62 72 

6.7    7.0 14.8 12.6 24.8    3.4    2.0   105,874   62 71 

IO.3 11.4 20.2 12.8 16.1    4.2      -       25,932    53 65 

10.3 10.S 16.7 10.2 10.7   0.6     -      27,906   47 59 

3.0 4.4 14.0 12.0 45.4 12.6    5.4       3,171    50 64 

7.7   8.8 I6.3 12.6 25.I    2.0    8.3 
7.5 8.7 18.4 10.6 23.8    7-4- -  - 
6.1 4.3 11.6   8.4 24.O 10.8 29.4 
3.6 .4.6 11.5 IQ.3 33.9 16.1 15.0 
5.9 7.0 14.2 9.3 31.6 13.4 8.7 
0.4   0.8 2.0   2.8 16.2 10.8 66.7 
6.2 8.2 16.4 10.Ó 26.2    6.8    2.7 

2.5   4.3 11.6 11.0 35-6 11.7 2O.0 

2.3 3.3 8.7 8.5 30.0 16.3 26.4 

1.1    I.5 3.2    3.1 12.4    9.9 65.9 

5.4 6.3 I3.O 12.2 28.3   9.5    9.O 

6 
24 

5 

6 

39 

5 
16 

14,468 
12,149 
4,914 
8,250 

13,298 
1,307 

80,472 

58 70 
59-72 
67 77 
60 73 
63 76 
69 82 
63 74 

12 
6 

29 
34 
16 

232 
6 

12,460 60 74 39 

10,879 72 83 29 

5,247 91 95 51 

12,620 68 78 9 

2, 

4,< 

14.6   4.6   5.5   11.7   9.8 27.O   9.5 17.3   498,839   67 79 11 

Ti-r-'-TurnfiiTriiii r 'ii 

Sources    Table based on the Recensement industriel (industrial  census 
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TABLE 3 

Percentage of staff employed in I966 in enterprises of: 

2 
3  2 

3C 
S     4A 

4B 
5A 
5B 
5C 

5D 
5E 

6A 
6B 
7A 
7B 
7C 
7D 
7E 
7F 
70 
8A 
8B 

2-8B 
2-8A 

National Accounting 
Office (Comptabilité 
National! sector« 
Agricultural and food 
industries 
Petroleum 
Iron ore mining, iron 
and steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
Metallurgy 
Mechanical  engineering 
Electrical  and electronic 
engineering 
automobile manufacturo 
Shipbuilding, Manufacture 
of aircraft  and armaments 
Glass 
Industrial chemicals, rubber 
Textiles 
Clothing 
Leather 
Wood 
Paper, paperboard 
Printing industries 
Miscellaneous industries 
Construction materials 
Construction - Public Works 
TOTAL INDUSTRY 
TOTAL INDUSTRY 
(excluding Construction 
and Public Works) 

23.3 
17.6 

1.0 
I5.5 

5-5 

2.1 
1.3 

1.1 
4.0 
2.3 
3.2 

I5.7 
9.3 

21.0 
2.7 

I4.O 
10.8 
12.0 
22.9 
II.5 
8.1 

17.0 
9.4 

0.1 
5.13 

17.6 
16.0 

6.9 
4.0 

3.6 
11.3 
8.8 

12.2 
25.3 
18.8 
33.8 
13.8 
24.2 
25.O 
23.6 
26.5 
17.5 
I4.8 

19.3 13.5 9.6 17.3 519 8.0 5.9 9.0 50.1 81 

0.6 3.7 3.2 92.5 253 13.7 12.3 10.3 57.2 20 
21.6 17.5 13.3 24.3 409 
23.9 I5.O 10.7 28.1 653 

12.2 10.7 10.7 57.4 389 6.1 5.5 5.9 77.2 335 

5.4 8.0 10.4 71.6 188 
9.8 10.8 13.6 50.4 57 15*9 I4.9 12.7 45.5 345 22.4 20.1 13.8 28.3 522 

26.2 17.7 8.0 7.2 311 
29.O 18.3 11.9 12.7 157 28.4 9.1 4.8 3.0 207 
24.4 23.9 15.0 20.2 127 21.6 13.4 10.0 16.8 204 
29.4 16.1 IO.9 7.9 181 
23.1 12.8 9.0 I9.4 202 
22.6 
I9.7 

10.6 
13.1 

6.7 
9.4 

10.6 
29.O 

1,532 
6,672 

18.9 13.8 10.2 34.3 5,140 

SOWCe,    Fichier ¿e« entreprises t de, établi«soman*.« - msEE (1966) 
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TABLE 4 

Proportion of the largest enterprises in each sector 

Rate of specialization (average) of each sector 

040 

041 

050 

051 

O52 

O53 

O54 

060 

061 

070 

071 

072 

073 

074 

075 

076 

OPO 

081 

Total Rate of 
No. 

N..A.E. 
Title of sector 4 8 20       "0     100      500 

largest enterprises 
1000 number of 

enterprises 
speciali- 
zation 

020 Agricultural and 
food industries 13.6 17.5 23.9   32.0   39.5    61.3 71.8 16,620 92.8 

030 Coal 85.8 96.8 99.9       - - 47 78.4 

031 0asf electricity 
water '94»4 96. C 98.2   99.4   99.8 — 283 98.O 

032 Petroleum refin- 
ing and distri- 
bution 45.2 68.2 88.6   94.3    96.7    99-5 _ 950 96.3 

Iron ore mining 
and iron and 
steel 42.6   64.O    86.1 

Extraction of 
non-ferrous ores 58.3   73.7    86.3 

Basic metallurgy   I5.I   20.8    27.2 

6.9 11.0 17.7 

97.4 94 

Mechanical 
engineering 

Electrical and 
electronic 
engineering 

Automobile 
industry 

Shipbuilding 4 
aeronautics 

Glass industry 

Chemical A rub- 
ber industry 

17.6 27-6 4O.3 

54.2 66.6 79.9 

41.9 56.5 74.8 

44.3 54.4 68.2 

15.3 22.6 35-3 

Textile industry 11.9 16.2 22.5 

Clothing industry 3.2 4.8 8.6 

Leather industry  6.3  9.6 17.0 

Hood industry 

Paper industry 

Printing and 
publishing 

Plastics 
manufacture 
Construction 
materials 

Building and 
public works 

4.2 6.2 IO.4 

13.0 20.4 31.6 

6.6 10.9 17.7 

5.1 8.3 13.8 

14.1 19.3 27.9 

2.4 3.9 7.1 

74.0 

96.1 99.7 - - 136 69.8 

35.7 44.6 69.8 79.7 11,476 82.5 

26,7 35.5 59.7 71.5 18,9H 8O.5 

54.8 66.4 83.3 94.7 5,838 76.5 

87.3 91.5 98.1 99-4 3,320 83.4 

88.1 93.8 99.4 99.9 1,109 77.1 

79.2 86.0 98.2 99.9 1,110 91.1 

48.I 59-8 85.2 93.5 4,324 87.I 

31.5 40.8 69.1 81.7 8,807 92.3 

15.6 22.6 46.O 58.2 31,591 91.6 

26.6 36.5 65.8 78.7 12,948 91.6 

16.2 21.0 41.7 52.9 28,907 84.8 

47.3 61.5 90.5 9Î.4 2,132 90.0 

28.2 38.2 63.9 74.9 10,769 91.0 

23.4 34.1 62.7 75.9 12,466 82.2 

38.4 46.9 67.4 76.8 13,501 91.1 

11.7 16.2 29.7 36.8 202,602 94.1 

Source:    IHSEE ml loot ions, Shrifts E, No.  2. 
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Ihr««« ano concentrations of enterprise, in France 

TABLE $a 

m 195 eroiche« of Fr*-~h industry in 1^ 

l »uaber of branches shoving ratio of 

R«*io of concentration li onterprises 
2t establishments 

r the 4 largest For the 8 largest 

Ibsolute 
nuaber 
Vi olas« 

OufflUl. 

li enterprises 
2» estabiishaents 

At solute 
number 

by class 

concent ration 

For the 20 largest 

Cuaul. 

1: enterprises 
2* establishaenta 

Absolute 
nuaber 
by class 

1 
4 
5 
5 
7 

12 
12 
11 
4 
7 

12 
12 
9 

14 
10 
10 
11 
7 
6 

13 
10 
9 
4 
6 

16 
7 
4 

12 
e 

12 
6 
5. 

11 
6 

14 
8 

10 
9 

12 
15 
19 
9 

CUBUl. 

1 
4 
6 
9 

13 
21 
25 
32 
29 
39 
41 
51 
50 
65 
60 
75 
71 
82 
79 
95 
89 

104 
93 

110 
109 
117 
113 
129 
121 
141 
129 
146 
140 
154 
154 
162 
164 
171 
176 
186 
195 
195 

1 (Industrial censas), I963. 
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TABLE Çfc 

Bolstlv« til« of aaje^ Frmca and Otun 
«ntorprleoo in 1966 

Oorunj 
ffctnet 

Rank     of int irpriiu 

1st 50th 100th I50tb 200th 250th 300th 350th 400th 450th 500t 

100 

95*73 

100 

79.52 

100 

81.1T 
100 

98.17 

100 

107.1 

100 
111.2 

100 
126.1 

100 

141.2 

100 
148.0 

100 

151.T 

100 
180. 

fegtfift   *rto*prt»oot   tfco finw wo oUmfiod *ooordinf to Mpiitndt of OMI oapitol. 
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TABLE 9 

fi<ie 500 largest enterprises, and concentration opérations carried out "between 

1950 and 1969. ranked aooording to size 

Sis« 

0-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

0-50 

51-100 

0-100 

101-200 

201-300 

301-400 

401-500 

0-500 

Nxnber of 
conpanies 

belonging to 
the range 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

50 

50 

100 

100 

100 

100 

500 

1Nuaber of 
I companies 
i which have 
i oarried out 
i at least one 

T 

» 
t 

T 
i 
t 
t 
¡i 
! 
it 
J 
I 
1 
J. I 
I 
A f 

1 
jm 

i 
t 
i 
i 
i 
! 
1 

oonoentration ••*  carried out 

i 
• i J 
i * i 
i     Number of i ' 
i concentration ¡, Average number j 
>   operations ,   of operations i 

operation 
• 11     i mi I« 

10 

9 

8 

6 

9 

42 

V 

75 

68 

54 

61 

57 

315 

95 

46 

47 

58 

310 

191 

501 

261 

141 

123 

167 

1,113 

i 

5*1 

§•0 

f.e 
6.4 

-4~- 
5 f>3 
«b 

5.7 

6-6 

3,8 

2.6 

2.0 

2.9 

3.7 

-à» 

Souroat    "Direction". February 1970 






